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The world as we know it has for some time been understood by three dimensions, 

bound within the linear story of time. Measurements of length, width and depth pinpoint 

objects placed in our physical universe, which give them an interactive presence. In 

recent years however, there has been significant development in the area of quantum 

physics leading to irrevocable evidence of a dimension beyond human perception, 

known by some as the UNIFIED FIELD or more simply the QUANTUM. 

Through this dimension it has been shown that matter can transform and flow as 

energy, with all Newtonian laws dissipated in an unknown realm and alternative state 

of being. Whilst still somewhat not fully understood, it has been termed by some 

as pure consciousness, without a state of time or a physical nature. As a place not 

defined by inherent form, both objects and emotions share the same void with endless 

possibilities and dynamics.

Through the body of work ‘DIMENSIONS’, REY takes us on a journey to blur the 

lines between the known and unknown, creating unique artworks to represent the 

transcendence of energy flows into the QUANTUM and beyond. Deeply inspired by 

the work of Dr Joe Dispenza in the field, REY takes original captured photographs 

and transforms the subjects through various digital painting techniques and artistic 

effects, to produce breathtaking pieces of large format art.

Upscaling their size to mesmerising wall sized prints of up to three metres across 

and working in a true 16 bit colour palette (65,536 tones) to produce stunning image 

gradations, REY brings to us an entirely unique and original style of art creation, 

bringing new perspectives to the world around us in a series of limited edition prints.



 

1 - QUANTUM

The opening piece and iconic first creation 

of the series DIMENSIONS, presents a 

stunning transcendence of energy flows 

into the QUANTUM.

Strokes of soft movement draw the 

eye to  the centre of the artwork where 

the energy  collides and is propelled into 

the unknown.  At points of dimensional 

exchange,  we see gate holes, likened to 

black holes.

SPECIFICATION

78”x59” - Limited Edition of 12 

118”x59” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print



2 - PRAYER

Created from an image of the Abu Dhabi 

Grand Mosque, the artwork is defined 

by soft flowing lines of movement to 

represent ascending prayers, whilst the 

vibrant colour palette echoes the magical 

twighlight hour.

Rising in a sublime flow of effervescence, 

prayers holding the deep thoughts and 

emotions of generations, flow into the 

beyond, full of hope.

SPECIFICATION

78”x59” - Limited Edition of 12 

118”x59” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print



3 - TRANSCENDENCE

Defined as the quality or state of being, 

TRANSCENDENCE has a powerful, 

vibrant colour palette, generating a 

captivating energy to the artwork.

Divergent lines of motion collide in the 

centre of the piece, surrounded by mists 

of iridescence, creating an almost 3D 

realism, as it appears out of the void.

SPECIFICATION

78”x59” - Limited Edition of 12 

118”x59” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print



4 - REGAL

Transformed from a photograph taken at 

the Royal Pavillion, the piece has a warm 

pastel colour palette of REGAL nature.

Golden hues blend with rich reds to frame 

a swirl of palatial tones, bringing the eye 

to the central soul of the piece, where 

it flows into the UNIFIED FIELD, with the 

iconic gate holes.

SPECIFICATION

39”x52” - Limited Edition of 12 

59”x79” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print



5 - RADIANCE

Presenting a beautiful colour spectrum 

of warmth, vibrant graduated tones 

irradiate from the void. Drawing the eye to 

the central part of the piece, the energy 

channels through to its next place.

Composed from a picture of a sunset 

over Lake Windermere, the soft 

dispersal of colours come directly from 

natures artistic hand.

SPECIFICATION

78”x39” - Limited Edition of 12

118”x59” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print



6 - AUTUMNAL

Transformed from a stunning AUTUMNAL 

scene in Hyde Park London, the artwork 

brings together a beautiful seasonal tone 

of colours, with bursts of energy from the 

warm sunlight. 

Framed with ascents of blue coming 

from a clear autumnal sky, energy flows 

inwards with soft lines of motion giving 

the artwork a calming presence.

SPECIFICATION

78”x39” - Limited Edition of 12

118”x59” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print



7 - BLOOM

A vibrant presentation of nature’s 

wonder, BLOOM brings together soft 

hues and bold tones of deep red.

Mastered from an original picture of a 

rose head, the artwork forms a surreal 

abstract floral piece of captivating depth.

SPECIFICATION

39”x39” - Limited Edition of 12 

59”x59” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print



 

8 - FORGE

Depicting a unique and powerful collision 

of elements, FORGE represents a molten 

transformation of matter into the void.

Central to the artwork, fire driven tones 

move outwards towards cooler accents, 

with a rupture of energy.

SPECIFICATION

78”x39” - Limited Edition of 12 

118”x59” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print



9 - FOOLS GOLD

Presenting surging tones of gold and 

silver, which rise out of the void. Illustrious 

movement flows from all sides of the 

piece, propelling energy to the centre of 

the artwork.

Produced from an original photograph 

captured of a collection of coins, the 

artwork reminisces on society’s value of 

money in today’s age as a reminder to us 

all to reflect on.

SPECIFICATION

39”x39” - Limited Edition of 12 

59”x59” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print



 

10 - PROCLAIM

Presenting soft yet powerful, graduated 

tones of energy transcending within the 

QUANTUM, the artwork forms into a 

captivating angelic figure of eloquence.

Produced from a photograph taken of 

the Louvre in Paris, PROCLAIM presents 

the messenger of art spirituality from the 

unknown void.  

SPECIFICATION

39”x39” - Limited Edition of 12 

59”x59” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print



11 - LUSTROUS

One of the most powerful pieces in the 

series DIMENSIONS, a strong flow of 

energy ascends from each side of the 

artwork, finally diverging at the centre 

into the QUANTUM.

Produced from a photograph captured 

of Hong Kong’s waterline shoreline, the 

piece presents a vibrant transcendence 

of energy of the human world, propelling 

into the void.

SPECIFICATION

78”x39” - Limited Edition of 12 

118”x59” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print



 

12 - DECADENCE

Presenting soft and radiant hues of blue, 

purple and gold, the artwork echoes a 

floral nature in shape, with a powerful flow 

of energy from each corner to the centre 

and its movement into the QUANTUM.

Produced from a photograph captured 

of an architectural viewpoint, it serves as 

a reminder of hidden beauty within many 

forms.

SPECIFICATION

39”x39” - Limited Edition of 12 

59”x59” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print



13 - BLAZE

The closing piece in the DIMENSIONS 

collection, is a striking visual masterpiece 

of incendiary beauty. The ultimate 

transformation of energy and form in our 

known world, BLAZE presents the edge 

of change.

Meticulously digitally painted, the piece 

exhibits brush strokes to the smallest 

detail, following the flow of the wondrous   

allure of fire.

SPECIFICATION

78”x39” - Limited Edition of 12 

118”x59” - Limited Edition of 12

Metallic C-Type Print
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